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Last month we were lucky to have Lauren Kasper of Acclivity Software present the inner workings and
benefits of AccountEdge accounting software for the Mac. We learned that the Mac platform was their first
development direction. AccountEdge serves a major purpose in running a business.

At each meeting, we do Q&A which is inevitably the most active part of the morning. We have lots of
questions . . . . and answers. So, read on …..

Surely you all have software that is particularly important to your own needs. Itmay be
specialty software, something just for fun or something you just can’t dowithout. Tell us about
it.

So we’re asking you to give this some thought. Pull out a thumb drive and bring us something of interest.
And with our ease of projecting anyone’s laptop, phone or iPad, you can run your software from the
convenience of your seat, so a thumb drive may not be needed.

So what will you bring us - a link to some online software, a project you worked on, an app that is really neat. I
think you get the idea. Yes, spreadsheets count! Did you build one to keep track of NUMBERS? Did
you photoshop something? Bring us a surprise!

A quick note - let me know if you’re bringing something, so we can quickly put together an agenda at the
beginning of the meeting.

Thanks.
William Barr, Program Chair

Are you planning to attend the MACNJ meeting
next Saturday, October 3? If so, five minutes of

the agenda belongs to you...
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Save Space and Uninstall Apps with
CleanMyMac 3 by Joe Kissell

( continues )

In the early days of Mac OS X, Apple made a big deal
about how most applications were, by design, self-
contained. To install them, you dragged them to your
Applications folder, and to uninstall them, you dragged
them from there to the Trash. Done! Everything you
needed was contained in the application package — a
folder that looks and acts like a single file. That was the
theory, anyway.

Of course, it wasn’t quite true that apps were self-
contained. Even for simple drag-to-install apps, there’d
nearly always be preference files, logs, and a few other
items stored elsewhere. As Mac OS X evolved, more and
more apps needed to putmore andmore files in more and
moreplaces.Runningan installeroropeninganapp for the
first timemight scatter files all over the place, particularly
in various subfolders of /Library and ~/Library, such as
Application Support, Caches, Frameworks, and
LaunchAgents. An app might also add login or startup
items, System Preferences panes, Dock icons, menu bar
doohickies, and assorted background processes. Pretty
soon, figuringouthowtoget ridof all that extra stuffwhen
youwanted to stopusing an appbecame a serious concern.

In 2010,Macworld asked me to write an article about
uninstallers. The two questions I was tasked with
answeringwere “Are they safe?” and “Dotheywork?”Long
story short, the answers were Yes and Yes, with various
qualifications. I tested fourof themostpopularuninstaller
apps available at that time, and found that although they
all missed certain files, and some were easier to use than
others, they seldom removed things they shouldn’t— and
even when they did, it was rarely a serious problem.

The uninstaller landscape has changed since then, but
uninstallers are still as important as ever. And since most
Mac developers (for reasons I can’t quite fathom) don’t
provide their own, a third-party uninstaller utility is handy
tohavearound.That’showImainly thinkofCleanMyMac
3 [http:/macpaw.com/cleanmymac], even though the
developer,MacPaw, positions it as an all-purpose cleaning
andmaintenance app. I’ve found it tobe a greatway to find
and eliminate stuff I don’t need on my Mac— especially
on my MacBook Pro, whose too-small SSD is constantly
on the verge of filling up.

A Reality Check

Before I get into the specifics of what I like about
CleanMyMac, I want to take issue with a marketing
assumption that underlies nearly all Mac maintenance
apps, including thisone: thatdeleting files is amagical cure
for yourMac’s problems.While it’s true that yourMaccan
slow way down and exhibit all sorts of misbehavior if you
run out of disk space entirely (or come close to it),
someone with 1 TB of free space is no better off,
performance-wise, than someone with 100 GB of free
space. There are good reasons to delete things you don’t
need even if you’re not short on disk space (such as
preventing or resolving software incompatibilities, and
reducing the time and disk space required for backups),
but if you already have plenty of free space and you’re
looking only for a performance boost, deleting stuff may
be a waste of your time.

Likewise, a lot of the ostensible “junk” that
maintenance utilities remove is in fact useful (which is not
to say essential).

All those gigabytes of cache files, for example, may
seemworthless but are in fact helpingnumerous processes
on yourMac to runmorequickly and efficiently; removing
them may slow down your Mac rather than speed it up.
And, because Mac OS X rebuilds caches automatically
anyway, that space savings you achieve by deleting caches
will soon disappear.

And I should also point out that no matter how
thorough a maintenance app may be, no app, by itself,
handles all the preventive maintenance tasks you should
perform regularly to keep yourMac in top working order.
I talk about a great many more in my new book
“Maintaining Your Mac: A Joe On Tech Guide [http://
joeontech .net /books /ma inta in ing -your -mac/ ?
referrer=TidBITS],” which also covers a variety of other
maintenance apps.

So, you should approach CleanMyMac, or any app of
this sort, with the right expectations (and a bit of
circumspection). It will help you find and remove files you
don’t need, uninstall unwanted apps (including all those
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pesky, scattered files), and perform other useful
maintenance tasks. But it might not improve your Mac’s
speed, and if you want the best and safest results, you
should carefully examine all its recommendations before
agreeing to let it delete anything

Cleaning Features

Let’s get down to specifics. CleanMyMac divides its
features into two sets— cleaning (that is, deleting stuff)
and utilities (including the Uninstaller and a long list of
other tools). When you launch the app, you’re initially
presented with a Smart Cleanup screen, which gives you a
simple way to run all the cleaning tasks at once. Your first
step — which is, itself, nondestructive and safe — is to
click Scan so that CleanMyMac can figure out what may
be ripe for deletion.

Do click Scan and wait for the results, but don’t click
Clean until you’ve reviewed all the candidates (which you
can do by selecting a category and then clicking Review
Files orReviewDetails) anddeselected anything youwant
to keep.

Here are the categories CleanMyMac considers:

System Junk:
This broad category encompasses a dozen types of

data, includinguserandsystemcaches,userandsystemlog
files, broken preferences and login items, “leftovers” (files
that belong to software you’ve since uninstalled), your iOS
photo cache, and “development junk” (redundant files
created during an app’s installation or configuration). All
those things can be deleted safely, although as I said,
deleting caches isn’t necessarily a win, so I deselect the
caches for the apps I use most frequently.
Also in the System Junk category are a few items that are

less clearly junk. Language Files (resources needed to run
apps in other languages) are selected by default, on the
grounds that if you’re only going to run your app in one
language, all those extra files are worthless to you. Years
ago, I saw caseswhere removing extra language files (using
a utility such as Monolingual rendered certain apps
inoperative, such as those in the Adobe Creative Suite. I
haven’t seen that problem with CleanMyMac, which
appears to have a well-curated internal list of what can
safely be removed and what can’t.

The same goes for OS X Localizations, which allow
OSXitself todisplay its interface inother languages; as far
as I can tell, removing them is safe. Similarly, leaving Uni-
versal Binaries selected removes code that’s inapplicable
to yourMac’s processor (as in, removingPowerPC-specif-
ic code when running on an Intel-based Mac). But if re-
moving any of these components from an app’s package
makes you nervous, you can easily deselect that category.

iPhoto Junk:
CleanMyMac can remove the original versions of

images in iPhoto that have been rotated or had red-eye
reduction applied, since those can be restored to their
original states if necessary. It can also optionally remove
other sorts of original images, if you’re sure the versions
youmodifiedareall youneed.Notably,however, itdoesn’t
offer similar cleaning for Aperture or Photos.

Mail Attachments:

With this option selected, CleanMyMac removes the
extra copiesof attachments thatMail stores if youopenan
attachment fromwithin a message. It doesn’t remove the
original attachment from themessage, however, nor does
it remove attachments you’ve manually saved outside
Mail. In other words— and this is a general theme with
CleanMyMac— it defaults to removing only those files
you can easily recover.

iTunes Junk:

Depending on how you use iOS devices, iTunes may
store copies of iOS apps, software updates, and outdated
devicebackups that youcansafely remove.But, if youhave
an important reason to preserve an older backup or soft-
ware version, you candeselect it. iTunes junk also includes
partial downloads that never completed.

( continues )

CleanMyMac
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Trash Bins:
CleanMyMac can empty not only your Mac’s Trash (as

youcandobychoosingFinder>EmptyTrash)but also the

Trash in Mail, Aperture, and iPhoto. (Again: no, not the

Recently Deleted items in Photos.)

Large & Old Files:

By default, CleanMyMac lists— but does not select
fordeletion— filesover 50MB,whichyoucan sortby size,
access date, and other criteria. This makes it easy to
identify not only the largest files on your Mac but also
smallish files that you simply haven’t used in a long time.
You must manually select theitems you want to remove,
and youcan choose todelete themoutright,move themto
the Trash, or relocate them to another folder or
volume.lthough CleanMyMac’s cleaning features are no
panacea, I’ve foundthemtobebotheffective andsafe.But
they’re just a part of what this app can do.

Uninstaller:

My favorite feature in CleanMyMac 3 (and the first
one listedunderUtilities) isn’t flashy, but it’s effective: the
Uninstaller.After you’ve scanned your disk, it lists all your
apps. Select any apps to see all the files CleanMyMac
thinks are related to it. You can then check the box next
to the app’s name to select all the related files, or
individually select or deselect any files you want to keep.
To erase the selected files, you then click Uninstall. (You
can also click an Application Reset button to delete only
preferences and supporting files, returning the app to its
original post-installation state.)

Youcanuninstallmultiple appsatonce, andsearch for
apps by name. The Uninstaller also lets you sort apps by
size, name, last launch date, and so on, and lets you filter
the display to show old, unsupported apps that are no
longer compatible with your Mac anyway.

Other Utilities

The remaining utilities are features that, with one
exception (Extensions), I consider largely filler—
they’re no big deal and there are other (free) ways to do
the same thing:

Maintenance:
The Maintenance category gives you access to seven
features, each of which can be run with two clicks. That’s
nice, although every one of these tasks can also be
accomplished on the command line in Terminal, or in
some other way— you don’t need an app for it. The tasks
are:
• RunMaintenance Scripts: ForceMac OSX’s built-in

daily, weekly, and monthly clean-up scripts to run right
now. (Normally they runovernight, butnoharmwill occur
if they never run at all.)
• Repair Disk Permissions: Identical to the feature in

Disk Utility (which, as you may have heard, will be
disappearing in OS X 10.11 El Capitan — and not a
moment too soon; Apple has made it unnecessary: OS X
10.11 automatically repairs permissions during software
updates, and permissions won’t be allowed to be changed
at other times—thus, they won’t need to be repaired).
•Verify Startup Disk: Just like clicking Verify Disk in

Disk Utility.
• Speed UpMail: Deletes the files that make up Mail’s

envelope index, which facilitates searching on message
metadata such as sender, recipient, subject, and dates.
(This can solve certain search-related problems, but I
would not say it speeds up Mail.)
• Rebuild Launch Services Database: Fixes problems

with documents being associated with the wrong apps or
having the wrong icons; also rebuilds the Open With
contextual menu that appears when you right-click or
Control-click a file (sometimes it shows duplicate apps, or
fails to show compatible apps).
•Reindex Spotlight: Forces Spotlight to rebuild its

entire index. This can fix certain search problems, but be
prepared to wait a long time (perhaps hours) as Spotlight
does its thing.

•Flush DNSCache: Fixes network problems that are
caused when a server’s DNS entry changes butMacOSX
still has its old IP address cached.

Privacy:
As much as I appreciate privacy, this category is one I’d

personally stay away from because it can too easily delete

important and useful data. It includes Browsing and Surf-

ing on the Internet (clearing information from your

browsers such as autofill values, browsing and download

history, cookies, and tabs); Instant Messaging (removing
( continues )

CleanMyMac
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conversation, call, and file transfer history from Skype,

Messages, AOL Instant Messenger, Jabber, and Yahoo);

and Viewing Items on Mac (clearing the Recent Items

submenuof theApplemenu). For all these categories, you

can select ordeselect specific items andalso choose a time

range (including just the last hour or two, the last day, the

last week, or everything).

Extensions:
YourMac contains all sorts of things that load on startup
or login and add features of various sorts. CleanMyMac
gives you a central locationwhere you can see andmanage
all these things. Not only can you delete them selectively,
you can also disable themwithout deleting them, which I
find incredibly convenient for troubleshooting. Items in
the Extensions category include Audio Plugins, Contacts
Plugins, Dictionaries, Finder Plugins, Growl Plugins,
Internet Plugins, Launch Agents, Login Items, Mail
Plugins, Preference Panes, Quick Look Plugins,
QuickTime Player Plugins, Safari Extensions, Services,
and Spotlight Plugins. Whew! For most of these, you
should exercise caution when deleting them, but being
able to turn these thingsonandoffwithout a lotofdigging
around in the Finder is wonderful.

Shredder:
This feature can delete files securely by overwriting

them. It doesn’t offer a configurable multi-pass

overwrite, as Disk Utility and other apps do, but it’s

handy nonetheless.

Dashboard and Menu:

CleanMyMac 3 has two other components worth
mentioning. The Dashboard, which you can reach by
clicking the Dashboard button on the CleanMyMac
window, provides real-time statistics about disk space,
RAM, and CPU usage, as well as your battery level (if
applicable). You can hover over the graphs with your
pointer for more details (though it would be far better if
CleanMyMac did not hide them in the first place).

Next to the Memory label is a Free Up button; you click
it to “free up” extra RAM. MacPaw doesn’t say exactly
how this works. Sure, the amount of “free” RAM goes up
afteryouclick thebutton,butI suspect it’smerelypurging
RAM contents that OS X itself would have purged as
needed (somewhat like the purge command-line tool). So
the increase in free RAM might be largely illusory.
There’s alsoanoptional system-wideCleanMyMacmenu,
which is enabled by default. This menu shows the same
data as the Dashboard (including a Free Up Memory
button if you hover over the Memory category). But in
addition to displaying statistics on demand, the menu
component includes a background process that watches
for certain conditions and alerts you when they occur.

When I started using CleanMyMac 3, I felt the
menu component was excessively chatty and intrusive.
Notifications frequently reminded me to perform
cleanups, for example, but I don’t want or need to be
reminded. You can change the reminder frequency, or

( continues )

CleanMyMac
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turn off reminders, in CleanMyMac 3 > Preferences >
Scheduler. Similarly, you can change or disable the
notifications that appear when you get low on disk space
(where “low” is whatever figure you choose), or when your
Trash exceeds a certain size, in CleanMyMac 3 >
Preferences > CleanMyMac 3 Menu. Additional
notifications you can’t disable without turning off the
menu entirely include impending disk failure (as reported
by a drive’s S.M.A.R.T. monitoring system), battery
failure (whichOSX itself will report), and excessiveRAM
usage.

The menu also notices when you drag an app to the
Trash and asks if you want CleanMyMac to uninstall it
completely.That’s not unreasonable (as it prevents having
useless, leftover files), but if you dislike this behavior, you
can turn itoff inCleanMyMac3>Preferences>CleanMy-
Mac3Menu.The samepane also lets you turnoff notifica-
tions that appear when an app isn’t responding, and you
should definitely turn it off. I found that even if an app
failed to respond for a few seconds because it was clearly
busy doing something important, CleanMyMac prompt-
ed me to force-quit it. But doing so would only mean the
app would have to restart that task when I launched it
again. If an app is truly hosed, I can force-quit it with
Command-Option-Esc; I don’t want or need CleanMy-
Mac’s help.

Bottom Line :

Thepresenceof a few“meh” featuresnotwithstand-
ing, I’ve found CleanMyMac3 to be both effective and
safe. It’s easy enough for a beginner to use, the explana-
tions of each feature are useful, the Help is helpful, and I
even happen to like the little animations and sounds that
accompany most actions in the app (though you can turn
themoff if they bother you). CleanMyMac 3 runs onOSX
10.8MountainLionorhigher. It costs$39.95 for oneMac,
$59.95 for twoMacs, or$89.95 for fiveMacs, and is a 31MB
download.Afree trial version lets youdeleteupto500MB
of data and use up to three of the maintenance utilities.

To learnhowCleanMyMac fits into anoverall strat-
egy of preventiveMac maintenance, be sure to check out
“Maintaining Your Mac: A Joe On Tech Guide [ http://
joeontech.net/books/maintaining-your-mac/?refer-
rer=TidBITS].”

Unless otherwise noted, this article is copyright © 2015 Tid-
BITS Publishing, Inc.. TidBITS is copyright © 2008 TidBITS
Publishing Inc. Reuse governed by this Creative Commons
License: http://tidbits.com/terms/.

CleanMyMac

Notable Software Updates
by TidBITS Staff

VMware Fusion 8.0 and Fusion 8.0 Pro

Adding over 50 new features as well as compatibility with OS X 10.11 El Capitan and Windows 10, VMware has
updated its popular virtualization package VMware Fusion to version 8.0, with standard and Pro editions. VMware
Fusion 8 enables you to take advantage of Cortana (Microsoft’s speech-enabled virtual assistant) inWindows 10, adds
support forDirectX 10 andOpenGL 3.3 to deliver up to 65 percent faster graphics, and improves power efficiencywhen
running VMware on battery power. VMware connects its VMware vCloud Air cloud computing platform to Fusion 8
Pro, enabling users to securely back up local virtual machines to the cloud or recreate complex cloud architectures to
demonstrate or validate design before implementation. Fusion 8Pro users will receive $600 in vCloudAir service credit
to use for up to 6 months. Ars Technica discovered a bug when testing VMware Fusion 8, which causes theWindows
Start screen to be unavailable when running Windows 10 in Unity mode, and VMware has stated this bug will be
corrected in a maintenance release.

VMware continues its upward pricing trajectory, with the standard editionmoving to $79.99 (up $10 from last year’s
VMware Fusion 7.0) and VMware Fusion Professional moving to $199.99 (up from $149.99). You can upgrade from
version 6.0 and later for either $49.99 (standard edition) or $89.99 (Pro edition). If you purchased version 7 of either
editionbetween29July2015and25August2015, youareeligible fora freeelectronicupgrade. ($79.99/199.99new,$49.99/
$89.99 upgrade, 362 MB)
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Apple has the most beautiful, well-designed lineup of
desktop and laptop computers ever made. But they all
have one common part that has given me more trouble
than any other: the blasted 3.5 mm headphone port. I’ve
owneddozens,maybeevenhundreds, ofdeviceswith such
a port, dating back to the 1980s, and have never had a
problem with one, except for my two Macs: a 2011 Mac-
Book Pro and a brand-new iMac with Retina 5K display.

The source of the problem, as Chris Breen once ex-
plained inMacworld is that inside everyMac’s headphone
port is a small sensor switch that detects when you insert
a plug. Plug in your headphones and the switch triggers,
shuts off the Mac’s internal speakers, and outputs sound
to your headphones.Remove the plug and the switch flips
the internal speakers back on.

That seems like a sensible design decision, but at least
on a computer, it’s flawed, as my examples demonstrate.

The Sound of Silence
A few months ago, myMacBook Pro’s internal speakers

stoppedworking.When I tried to turn the volumeup, the

onscreen icon indicated that they were broken, but when

I plugged in headphones, everything worked fine.

After a bit of research, I learned about the headphone
port switch, and deduced that it had become stuck. This
problem is not rare, as shown by the above Macworld
article, as well as Apple support discussion threads.

Howdo you know for sure that the switch is stuck?You’ll

see these symptoms:

• No sound from the built-in speakers
• An inability to change volume
• A red light from inside the headphone port

• In System Preferences > Sound > Output, the selected
output remains stuck on headphones, even when they’re
unplugged

There are a few commonly suggested remedies for a stuck
switch:
• Insert and remove your headphone plug a few times to

reset the switch
• Blow compressed air into the headphone port to clean it

out
• Gently insert a stick, like a cotton swab stripped of

cotton or a toothpick, into the port and gently
move it around to dislodge the switch

Unfortunately, none of these worked for me. But my
MacBook Pro was still covered under AppleCare, so I
brought it in for service.A fewdays later, I had a new logic
board, and I was mostly good again.
The problem bit me a fewmore times, even with the new
logic board. Thankfully, plugging in and removing
headphones reset the switch each time thereafter on the
MacBook Pro.

The problem with my iMac isn’t a broken part, but it’s a
design flaw that’s even more annoying.

An Inconvenient Port

The iMac with 5KRetina display is a work of art, with its
huge, crisp screen and clean design. It may be a bit too
clean.
As you probably know, all the iMac’s ports are in the back
of the machine, including the headphone port. This
puzzling decision can only be chalked up to Apple’s Ive
mind, which often prioritizes form over function.
The problem with this design is that you have to reach
behind the iMac every time you want to connect or dis-
connect headphones. Since the iMac is so thin and light,
you’re guaranteed to shift the screen every time you do
this, and I always feel like I’m going to knock it over. It’s

( continues )

The Headphone Port: The Macʼs Achilles Heel
by Josh Centers
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also difficult to plug the headphones in without getting
fingerprint smudges on the screen. It gets old fast.

No problem, I thought. I have a pair of Beats Solo2
headphones, and while this isn’t the place to review them,
one nice feature is that they have a detachable cable. I was
hoping that I could keep the cable plugged in and merely
unplug the headphones to play audio out of the speakers,
which works with some devices. Unfortunately, it doesn’t
workwith the iMac.Norwould runninganextensioncable
to a more convenient location.

Ah, but what if I manually switched the output to the
internal speakers in OS X? Here’s a tip:

Option-click the volume icon
in the menu bar, and you get a
drop-downmenu that lets you
select audio outputs and in-
puts. But unfortunately, that
doesn’t work here either

Neither of these solutions
work because the headphone
port switch is hardwired: if the
sensor detects the physical
presence of a plug, it disables
the internal speakers, and
there is no way to re-enable
them other than toggling the
sensor again.

This is anAchilles heel for everyMac, because if that little
tiny sensor gets stuck, as it seems to for a non-trivial
number of users, your internal speakers will no longer
work. Conceivably, it could also get stuck in a way where
the speakers would work, but not the headphones.

As it stands now, I have these options:
• Leavemy headphones plugged in all the time, which isn’t

ideal, because I like to play music through the
iMac’s otherwise thoroughly decent speakers
when the house is empty.

• Buy a set of computer speakers. I’d rather not do this,
partly because of the expense of getting a decent
set and partly because they require space I don’t
have, occupied as my desk is by two 27-inch
displays. Yes, I realize this is the definition of a
first-world problem.

• Buysomesortofwireless audio solution, likeheadphones

or a speaker. With Bluetooth, quality isn’t great
even if youpay for it, plus Iwould have to fusswith
charging batteries.

• Connect a USB digital-to-analog converter that I can
plugmy headphones into. So far, I think this is the
best option for most people, but again, you
probably get what you pay for, so it might not be
inexpensive.

Now, I did eventually find another solution that cost me
nothing, though it’s not an option for everyone, so I’ll
reserve that for the very end. But the fact that I had this
problem with a $2,200 computer is nothing short of
ridiculous. Both my iMac annoyance and the
aforementionedMacBook Pro silence have the same root
cause: Apple does not provide a software override for that
infernal headphone port switch.

Here’s the thing: I know the speakers can still work with
the switch triggered. When I reboot my iMac with the
headphones plugged in, it fills my office with the Mac
startup sound. So if it can play that sound through the
speakers, I know it’s capable of playing other audio aswell.

So please Apple, I’m begging you: give us a way to switch
between internal speakers and headphones in OS X.
Pretty please? It’s a simple option that could be added to
the Sound preference pane; it can’t be that difficult. Slip it
into the next beta for OS X 10.11 El Capitan, put it in a
point release, or at least expose the API to developers so
they can fix it.

Alternatively, let’s say for argument’s sake that there is no
way OS X could override the headphone port sensor
switch. In that case, Apple, I beg you again: get rid of that
stupid switch in futureMacs.Make it a software function.
On my last non-Mac computer, a home-built Windows
PC, I could swapbetweenheadphones and speakers in the
soundcard settings.Comeon,Apple,MicrosoftWindows
and a guy who built a cheap computer on a kitchen table
has you beat here! That should be sufficiently
embarrassing.

Think about it thisway,Apple: ditching that switchwould
provide a consistent audio source management interface
inOSX,andwould result in fewer supportcalls, fewer trips
to the Genius Bar, and less waste, because a dumb little
switch getting stuckwouldn’t require an entire logic board
replacement. It truly is the Mac’s Achilles heel.

( continues )

The Headphone Port
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The Final Solution
As I noted, I did manage to find a geeky way
aroundmy iMacdilemma.MysecondaryDell
monitor has its own headphone port, and
since its Mini DisplayPort connection from
the Mac can carry audio, I can select the
monitor as an audio output from the volume
menu. But there’s a catch: OS X, expecting
themonitor to have its own volume controls,
doesn’t letmechange theheadphonevolume.

Thankfully, I found yet another free solution.
The $39 Sound Siphon 2 [http://staticz.com/
soundsiphon/] is an audio-capture and
recording utility, but thankfully the free
demo does just what I need. Launch Sound
Siphon, go to Sound Siphon > Preferences,
and select your actual output device from the
drop-down menu (in this case, DisplayPort).

Close Sound Siphon preferences, and click On in the upper left. Now, when you choose Sound Siphon Out from the
volume menu, that selects your headphones, while Internal Speakers routes audio to the speakers.

The fact that I had to do all this is utterly ridiculous, but if you’re in the same situation and are using a second monitor
with a headphone port, give it a try!

Unless otherwise noted, this article is copyright © 2015 TidBITS Publishing, Inc.. TidBITS is copyright © 2008 TidBITS
Publishing Inc. Reuse governed by this Creative Commons License: http://tidbits.com/terms/.

Evernote has released version 6.1 of its eponymous informationmanagement app with a darkened sidebar that helps
to better differentiate the app’s sections. Evernote Business users are now required to use a new notebook view to
differentiate between business and personal content, and tags are restricted to displaying the business tags of notes
that youhaveaccess to (previously, all business tagsweredisplayed).Evernotealsooverhauls theunderlying technology
used for its communication and collaboration features (with warnings of potential stability hiccups), fixes a printing
bug thatwould cut off text on the right sideof thenote, remedies several presentationmodebugs, and resolves an issue
where attachmentswould look truncated in card view.Note that this is the final compatible release forMacOSX10.7
Lion and 10.8 Mountain Lion users. Additionally, Evernote 6.1 has not yet arrived in the Mac App Store at the time
of this writing. (Free from Evernote or the Mac App Store, 60.5 MB)

6.1

More Notable Software Updates
by TidBITS Staff

The Headphone Port
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In a general discuss
ion of backup optio

ns, several people m
entioned they are n

ot happy with iClou
d and

don’t use it. Chod L
ang said BJs now ha

s a 3 terrabyte drive
for $109.He had us

edCarbonite in the
past, but

it does not seem to
work now that he h

as a dual OS. Frank
Peluso mentioned t

hat he has photos st
ored on

CDs & DVDs that
are up to 12-15 year

s old and hasn’t had
any problems with

failures.

A couple of people
had comments rega

rding annoying mul
tiple notices about

updating certain so
ftware.

Bill Barr recommen
ded not clicking on

the link in the pop
up windows, but rat

her going to the com
pany’s

web site to find the
update, although h

e said notices from
Apple are okay. He

also mentioned the
re is a

difference between
Java and JavaScript

.

David showed a br
ief overview of the

new Apple produc
ts. He said the ful

l presentation from
the

September 9 event
is about two hours

long, but you can w
atch it in sections

by selecting an ind
ividual

product.

Lauren Kasper fro
m Acclivity Software

presented a progra
m about AccountEdg

e, a complete smal
l

business accounting
andmanagement so

lution forMac orW
indows. During her

discussion shemen
tioned

that while a busine
ss owner may use a

Mac-based system,
accountants often

are using Windows
. The

information is comp
atible between the t

woplatforms and ea
sily shared between

owner and accounta
nt, and

the company provid
es a free copy of the

software to your ac
countant. The Basi

c system enables m
anaging

sales and banking, t
racking customers a

nd vendors, creating
reports, processing

credit cards, and als
o offers

various payroll serv
ices. They offer a fr

ee 30-day trial versi
on and have article

s, videos, and links
on their

website to help wit
h the set up of files

and features. The B
asic version can be

upgraded to the Pro
version

at any time, and the
y also offer Accoun

tEdge Cloud and A
ccountEdge Mobile

.

In answer to questi
ons, other points sh

e mentioned were t
heir flat fee credit c

ard processing (less than

Square). When con
verting fromQuick

Books, the options
are to do nothing

(start over at conve
rsion and

save older files for r
eference), do it you

rself (sounded rathe
r involved), or pay a

consultant to do th
e set up.

Youcanuse the soft
ware to trackmileag

e, alsodownloadban
kstatements and in

tegrate themwith fi
les.The

softwarecanbe setu
p formultiusers, res

trictingaccess toce
rtain featureswithp

assworduse.Lauren
showed

a few of the demon
stration videos thei

r company has onli
ne.

Chod had some it
ems for “show and

tell:” A small bluet
ooth speaker (Divo

om Bluetune-Bean) for

smartphones or tab
lets with impressive

sound but limited r
ange that he uses in

his car with his pho
ne. He

also showed a $29 4
GB SD card that ca

n immediately tran
sfer photos from yo

ur camera to other
devices.

And he mentioned
a new app, Astropa

d, that lets you turn
your iPad or iPhone

into a graphics tool
for use

with your choice of
stylus.

Meeting Notes Se
ptember 12, 2015
submitted by Doris

Kiziah
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